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Miracles

2010

with this powerful book bestselling author stuart wilde shows you that to create miracles you have to be very
clear about what it is you want by being forthright and acting as if you have already obtained the object or
condition that you desire you create such a powerful energy that the universal law gives you whatever you
are seeking

Oscar Wilde

1996-03-14

stokes offers studies of wilde s place in the romantic tradition and of his relationships with such legendary
figures of the fin de siecle as aubrey beardsley alfred jarry and arthur symons and always as part of the process
of historical inquiry stokes considers those who came after humanitarian disciples who kept wilde s memory
sacred performers in his plays actors who impersonated the man himself

Miracles & Judgments Wilde Cards

2021-12-10

these wilde cards we curated to go hand in hand with the miracles judgments study guide each card has a
blessing to speak over yourself on the front and a reflection verse on the back side

Affirmations

2009-03-05

this inspirational book serves as a magnificent battle plan where you learn to expand the power you already
have in order to win back absolute control of your life

The Three Keys to Self-Empowerment

2011-07-12

three of stuart wilde s bestselling books are included in this beautifully packaged self empowering anthology
miracles stuart makes the point that creating miracles in our lives is no more complicated than understanding
the metaphysics of the universal law which states that within human beings there lies an immense power and
this power

The Force

1995-03-07

in this book stuart wilde explains that the force is a part of each and every thing in the physical plane this
includes our planet the stars and galaxies and the physical universe as it stretches out into space beyond our
perception by its very nature the force is immortal and never ending because it is the inner light or livingness
within all things we call it universal

Silent Power

2021-09-21

silent power like its bestselling predecessor life was never meant to be a struggle is a tiny book filled with



practical advice on living more fully using your silent power author stuart wilde claims that there is a silent
power within you an inner knowing that grows because you understand its infinity silent power teaches you
hour by hour it is with you this very minute as you begin to trust your power it can lead you step by step to
the next person and place in your life

Scents and Sensibility

2017-10-11

this lively accessible book is the first to explore victorian literature through scent and perfume presenting an
extensive range of well known and unfamiliar texts in intriguing and imaginative new ways that make us re
think literature s relation with the senses concentrating on aesthetic and decadent authors scents and sensibility
introduces a rich selection of poems essays and fiction exploring these texts with reference to both the little
known cultural history of perfume use and the appreciation of natural fragrance in victorian britain it shows
how scent and perfume are used to convey not merely moods and atmospheres but the nuances of the aesthete
or decadent s carefully cultivated identity personality or sensibility a key theme is the emergence of the
olfactif the cultivated individual with a refined sense of smell influentially represented by the poet and critic
algernon charles swinburne who is emulated by a host of canonical and less well known aesthetic and decadent
successors such as walter pater edmund gosse john addington symonds lafcadio hearn michael field oscar wilde
arthur symons mark andré raffalovich theodore wratislaw and a mary f robinson this book explores how scent
and perfume pervade the work of these authors in many different ways signifying such diverse things as style
atmosphere influence sexuality sensibility spirituality refinement individuality the expression of love and
poetic creativity and the aura of personality dandyism modernity and memory a coda explores the contrasting
twentieth century responses of virginia woolf and compton mackenzie to the scent of victorian literature

New Theatre Quarterly 53: Volume 14, Part 1

1998-04-02

provides an international forum where theatrical scholarship and practice can meet to question dramatic
assumptions

Shakespeare and His Biographical Afterlives

2020-04-09

new shakespeare biographies are published every year though very little new documentary evidence has
come to light inevitably speculative these biographies straddle the line between fact and fiction shakespeare
and his biographical afterlives explores the relationship between fiction and non fiction within shakespeare s
biography across a range of subjects including feminism class politics wartime propaganda children s fiction and
religion expanding beyond the anglophone world to include countries such as germany and spain from the
seventeenth century to present day

Decadent Conservatism

2023-07-13

british decadent literature was a radical attack on conventional morality and middle class taste its insistence on
the autonomy of the art and its exploration of sexuality dissipation and depravity at odds with the literary and
social establishment yet this counter cultural narrative has obscured the often reactionary and elitist tendencies
of decadent writers and artists of the fin de siècle decadent conservatism offers the first in depth examination of
the intersection of decadence and conservatism arguing that underpinning both was the desire to find
alternatives to liberal modernity both decadents and conservatism turned to the past to uncover values and
models of social organisation that could offer stability in a chaotic world from well known figures such as oscar



wilde and w b yeats through to the forgotten editors of short lived periodicals important female aesthetes such
as michael field and politicians such as arthur balfour decadent conservatism challenges conventional
understandings of the relationship between aesthetics politics and the past in late victorian britain through a
series of thematic chapters exploring the alternative communities created by little magazines the politics of
individualism investments in monarchy and religion folk decadence and jingoistic and nationalist responses to
the second anglo boer war this study offers a new and much messier picture of fin de siècle literary politics it
will be of interest to those working on victorian literature and modernism as well as social political and cultural
history of the period 1880 1920

Australasian Victorian Studies Journal

1997

novel about my true life events that lead me to become a fire fighter paramedic it tells the tale of how god lead
me to a life of helping others one of the many lessons that are taught in this novel is how everything that
occurs in your life occurs for a reason and that every person that is in your life is in your life for a reason

Paramedic Prophesy

2007-03-07

the first major biography of oscar wilde in thirty years and the most complete telling of his life and times to
date nominated for the wolfson history prize 2019 the book of the year perhaps of the decade tls simply the
best modern biography of wilde a terrific achievement evening standard page turning vivid and desperately
moving however much you think you know wilde this book will absorb and entertain you the sunday
timesbooks of the year oscar wilde s life like his wit was alive with paradox he was both an early exponent
and a victim of celebrity culture famous for being famous he was lauded and ridiculed in equal measure his
achievements were frequently downplayed his successes resented he had a genius for comedy but strove to
write tragedies he was an unabashed snob who nevertheless delighted in exposing the faults of society he
affected a dandified disdain but was prone to great acts of kindness although happily married he became a
passionate lover of men and at the very peak of his success brought disaster upon himself he disparaged
authority yet went to the law to defend his love for lord alfred douglas having delighted in fashionable throngs
wilde died almost alone above all his flamboyant refusal to conform to the social and sexual orthodoxies of his
day make him a hero and an inspiration to all who seek to challenge convention matthew sturgis draws on a
wealth of new material and fresh research bringing alive the distinctive mood and characters of the fin de
siècle in the richest and most compelling portrait of wilde to date

Oscar

2018-10-04

to what extent did the gothic haunt the nineteenth century victorian gothic seeks to answer this as it
introduces the reader to a timely revision of notions of the gothic in all its manifestations the gothic is found to
haunt all aspects of victorian literature and culture moreover victorian gothic connects its disparate areas of
research in returning repeatedly to the question of the constitution of the subject in a study of the victorians
from the 1830s to the 1890s

Victorian Gothic

2000-09-24

the encyclopedia of the gothic well written and interesting it is a testament to the breadth and depth of
knowledge about its central subject among the more than 130 contributing writers and also among the three
editors each of whom is a significant figure in the field of gothic studies a reference work that s firmly rooted



in and actively devoted to expressing the current state of academic scholarship about its area new york journal
of books a substantial achievement reference reviews comprehensive and wide ranging the encyclopedia of
the gothic brings together over 200 newly commissioned essays by leading scholars writing on all aspects of
the gothic as it is currently taught and researched along with challenging insights into the development of the
genre and its impact on contemporary culture the a z entries provide comprehensive coverage of relevant
authors national traditions critical developments and notable texts that continue to define shape and inform the
genre the volume s approach is truly interdisciplinary with essays by specialist international contributors
whose expertise extends beyond gothic literature to film music drama art and architecture from angels and
american gothic to wilde and witchcraft the encyclopedia of the gothic is the definitive reference guide to all
aspects of this strange and wondrous genre the wiley blackwell encyclopedia of literature is a comprehensive
scholarly authoritative and critical overview of literature and theory comprising individual titles covering key
literary genres periods and sub disciplines available both in print and online this groundbreaking resource
provides students teachers and researchers with cutting edge scholarship in literature and literary studies

The Encyclopedia of the Gothic, 2 Volume Set

2015-12-21

miracles and judgments is a bible study guide through the book of exodus the study is written to serve as a
reminder that god is on the throne that his judgments are every bit as important as his miracles and that you
can believe him to display that same power and justice in your life and the lives of those around you

Miracles and Judgments

2021-10

was the late nineteenth century victorian or modern why did the new woman disappear from literary history
where did t s eliot s poetics of the city come from in this essential guide ruth robbins explores an era often
named an age of transition which exists uneasily between the apparent certainties of the victorians and the
advent of a modernist aesthetics of instability robbins considers some of the central literary categories and
themes of the period decadence realism nostalgia new woman writing degeneration imperialism and early
modernism in writings by both major and minor writers thereby creating a complex picture of transitions
continuities and breaks with the past by examining this tumultuous era as an age in its own right pater to
forster 1873 1924 offers the reader a rather different history of the late victorians and modernists and retells
that history from a new perspective

Pater to Forster, 1873-1924

2017-03-08

the dramatic story of the legal and emotional battle that raged between two of oscar wilde s closest friends both
former lovers following the playwright s death

Oscar's Ghost

2017-08-15

he was a man of fairly firm fibre but there was something in this sudden uncontrollable shriek of horror
which chilled his blood and pringled in his skin coming in such a place and at such an hour it brought a
thousand fantastic possibilities into his head the victorian fin de siècle the era of decadence the yellow book the
new woman the scandalous oscar wilde the empire on which the sun never set this heady brew was caught
nowhere better than in the revival of the gothic tale in the late victorian age where the undead walked and
evil curses foul murder doomed inheritance and sexual menace played on the stretched nerves of the new
mass readerships this anthology collects together some of the most famous examples of the gothic tale in the



1890s with stories by arthur conan doyle vernon lee henry james and arthur machen as well as some lesser
known yet superbly chilling tales from the era the introduction explores the many reasons for the gothic
revival and how it spoke to the anxieties of the moment about the series for over 100 years oxford world s
classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe each affordable volume reflects
oxford s commitment to scholarship providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features
including expert introductions by leading authorities helpful notes to clarify the text up to date bibliographies
for further study and much more

Late Victorian Gothic Tales

2009-02-26

ask for a miracle is an autobiographical story by anya westmoreland haisha thompson her story begins with an
abusive childhood includes a serious accident involving her eldest daughter and ends with cancer those life
challenges started her on a healing journey to understand herself and her life despite her many challenges she
lived a life filled with love and beauty everyone she met fell in love with her beautiful soul as she evolved
her beliefs about what it takes to be a successful and empowered person shifted dramatically writing this book
in the last year of her life fulfilled her dream to pass on her wisdom and knowledge to her six grandchildren
and anyone else who reads it

Ask For A Miracle

2015-08-19

focusing on five countries italy brazil germany britain and the united states new religious movements offers a
comprehensive and wide ranging study of the phenomena and impact of new religions

New Religious Movements

1999

dame maggie smith stands as a remarkable example of the concomitance in a performer s career of typecasting
and characterisation that is the ability to impersonate against type infinitely various screen or stage characters
this book of appreciation essentially aims at correcting the preconceived image that the general public has of
dame maggie smith focusing on the last twenty five years it examines through the many parts she has played
since the early 1990s her ability to go beyond typecasting and give thanks to her chameleon skills nuanced and
convincing portrays of infinitely diverse characters from the importance of being earnest to gosford park and
becoming jane to downton abbey and sister act to the last september and the harry potter saga dame maggie
smith has had a wide spanning career in tv and film not to mention her theatrical work on the stage author
caroline fevrier lives in paris france and has a passion for theatre and performing caroline holds a phd in
literature and humanities and an ma in literature and drama she was also trained as a professional performer
and has been involved in several stage productions and short movies caroline regularly gives lectures on
theatre and performance to academic audiences and had published several books on literature and humanities
and now focuses closely on the performing arts

Maggie Smith

2018-03-26

the gay socialist writer edward carpenter had an extraordinary impact on the cultural and political landscape of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries a mystic advocate of among other causes free love recycling
nudism women s suffrage and prison reform his work anticipated the sexual revolution of the 1960s sheila
rowbotham s highly acclaimed biography situates carpenter s life and thought in relation to the social aesthetic
and intellectual movements of his day and explores his friendships with figures such as walt whitman e m



forster isadora duncan and emma goldman edward carpenter is a compelling portrait of a man described by
contemporaries as a weather vane for his times

Edward Carpenter

2009-10-05

the encylopedia of the gothic features a series of newly commissioned essays from experts in gothic studies that
cover all aspects of the gothic as it is currently taught and researched along with the development of the genre
and its impact on contemporary culture comprises over 200 newly commissioned entries written by a stellar
cast of over 130 experts in the field arranged in a z format across two fully cross referenced volumes represents
the definitive reference guide to all aspects of the gothic provides comprehensive coverage of relevant authors
national traditions critical developments and notable texts that define shape and inform the genre extends
beyond a purely literary analysis to explore gothic elements of film music drama art and architecture explores
the development of the genre and its impact on contemporary culture

The Encyclopedia of the Gothic

2015-10-06

believe beyond your wildest dreams you ve heard about the miracles that jesus performed two thousand years
ago during his earthly ministry but did you know that miracles of biblical proportions still happen in the here
and now never in her wildest dreams had connie bryson envisioned that god would use her in a supernatural
way she s not perfect she s just a normal person who believes in the god of the bible and she s been graced to
see many of his extraordinary signs and wonders first hand imagine being used by god to heal the sick
multiply food and even to raise the dead the way jesus said those who followed him would embark on a
journey with this artist and author venture beyond the limitations of the natural world experience god anew
through these 25 inspirational true stories of his unbridled power in the life of an ordinary believer miracles
expect something wild 25 inspirational true stories of god s unbridled power is the first book of christian author
connie bryson in the art of charismatic christian faith series experience god in a fresh way as you read about
the supernatural modern miracles of god this author has witnessed over the course of her life of faith and
continues to see believe anew for your gifts of the holy spirit to be manifest be encouraged by these stories that
believers of all stations can experience god s powerful anointing and the ministry of his spiritual gifts today
you may be used to perform miracles of healing he may give you visions and dreams or prophecy you may
even be blessed to hear the audible voice of god allow this book to encourage your prayer life individual and
group ministry spiritual growth relationship and intimacy with god click above to start reading miracles
expect something wild today

Miracles - Expect Something Wild

2014-07-24

taking its cue from baudelaire s important essay the painter of modern life in which baudelaire imagines the
modern artist as a man of the world this collection of essays presents oscar wilde as a man of the world who
eschewed provincial concerns cultural conventions and narrow national interests in favor of the wider world
and other worlds both real and imaginary geographical and historical physical and intellectual which provided
alternative sites for exploration and experience often including alternative gender expression or sexual alterity
wilde had an unlimited curiosity and a cosmopolitan spirit of inquiry that traveled widely across borders
ranging freely over space and time he entered easily and wholly into other countries other cultures other
national literatures other periods other mythologies other religions other disciplines and other modes of
representation and was able to fully inhabit and navigate them quickly apprehending the conventions by
which they operate the fourteen essays in this volume offer fresh critical theoretical and historical perspectives
not just on key connections and aspects of wilde s oeuvre itself but on the development of wilde s remarkable
worldliness in dialogue with many other worlds contemporary developments in art science and culture as



well as with other national literatures and cultures perhaps as a direct result of this cosmopolitan spirit wilde
and wilde s works have been taken up across the globe as the essays on wilde s reception in india japan and
hollywood illustrate many of the essays gathered here are based on groundbreaking archival research
including some never seen before illustrations together they have the potential to open up important new
comparative transnational and historical perspectives on wilde that can shape and sharpen our future
understanding of his work and impact

Wilde’s Other Worlds

2018-05-16

in henry james and queer modernity first published in 2003 eric haralson examines far reaching changes in
gender politics and the emergence of modern male homosexuality as depicted in the writings of henry james
and three authors who were greatly influenced by him willa cather gertrude stein and ernest hemingway
haralson places emphasis on american masculinity as portrayed in fiction between 1875 and 1935 but the book
also treats events in england such as the oscar wilde trials that had a major effect on american literature he
traces james s engagement with sexual politics from his first novels of the 1870s to his major phase at the turn
of the century the second section of this study measures james s extraordinary impact on cather s
representation of queer characters stein s theories of writing and authorship as a mode of resistance to modern
sexual regulation and hemingway s very self constitution as a manly american author

Henry James and Queer Modernity

2003-03-27

in 1919 lewis e lawes moved his wife and young daughters into the warden s mansion at sing sing prison they
shared a yard with 1 096 of the toughest inmates in the world murderers rapists and thieves who lawes alone
believed capable of redemption adamantly opposed to the death penalty lawes presided over 300 executions his
progressive ideas shocked many but he taught the nation that a prison was a community he allowed a
kidnapper to care for his children and a cutthroat to shave him every morning he organized legendary football
games for his boys and befriended hollywood greats such as charlie chaplin and humphrey bogart this is a story
almost too good to be true but too true to miss mario cuomo

The One-act Plays of Percival Wilde

1953

an open access edition of this book is available on the liverpool university press website and the oapen library
fictional reconstructions of the gospels continue to find a place in contemporary literature and in the popular
imagination present day writers of new testament fiction and drama are usually considered as part of a
tradition formed by mid to late twentieth century authors such as robert graves nikos kazantzakis and anthony
burgess this book looks back further to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when the templates
of the majority of today s gospel fictions and dramas were set down in doing so it examines the extent to
which significant works of biblical scholarship both influenced and inspired literary works focusing on writers
such as oscar wilde george moore and marie corelli this timely new addition to the english association
monographs series will be essential reading for scholars working at the intersection of literature and theology

Miracle at Sing Sing

2005-05-15

p what is new age spirituality   p p is it relevant to our twenty first century experience alain aristide s book
sets out to illuminate the various paths to spiritual enlightenment p p including short i biographies of new age
authors a course in spirituality i references materials as contiguous as eckhart tolle s bestseller i the power of



now ernest holmes the science of mind the wisdom of abraham channeled by esther hicks a course in miracles
i and the kabbalah among many others it discusses numerous subjects as diverse as esotericism meditation
mysticism healing theology telepathy hypnosis re incarnation quantum physics ayurveda and many more
arcane topics p p i a course in spirituality i is a journey beyond philosophy filled with personal insights and
surprising correlations which hopefully will inspire others to seek their own individual enlightenment may
these writings be a coruscating ray of light piercing the gloomy skies of today s human consciousness p

The Historical Jesus and the Literary Imagination 1860–1920

2010-07-14

though underexplored in contemporary scholarship the victorian attempts to turn aesthetics into a science
remain one of the most fascinating aspects of that era in the outward mind benjamin morgan approaches this
period of innovation as an important origin point for current attempts to understand art or beauty using the
tools of the sciences moving chronologically from natural theology in the early nineteenth century to
laboratory psychology in the early twentieth morgan draws on little known archives of victorian intellectuals
such as william morris walter pater john ruskin and others to argue that scientific studies of mind and emotion
transformed the way writers and artists understood the experience of beauty and effectively redescribed
aesthetic judgment as a biological adaptation looking beyond the victorian period to humanistic critical theory
today he also shows how the historical relationship between science and aesthetics could be a vital resource for
rethinking key concepts in contemporary literary and cultural criticism such as materialism empathy practice
and form at a moment when the tumultuous relationship between the sciences and the humanities is the
subject of ongoing debate morgan argues for the importance of understanding the arts and sciences as
incontrovertibly intertwined

The Publishers Weekly

1995

at the same time oscar wilde s profession provides a uniquely detailed account of wilde s processes of
composition springing from the re examination of his writing practice currently being undertaken in the
oxford english texts edition of his complete work it surveys his writing practices across the whole of the
oeuvre and radically reinterprets the significance of his revision and plagiarism book jacket

Books Out Loud

2007

a study guide for oscar wilde s salome excerpted from gale s acclaimed drama for students this concise study
guide includes plot summary character analysis author biography study questions historical context suggestions
for further reading and much more for any literature project trust drama for students for all of your research
needs

A Course in Spirituality

2015-05-20

for more than 30 years yoga journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well being they seek in
their everyday lives with every issue yoga journal strives to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle
choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds we are dedicated to providing in depth thoughtful editorial
on topics such as yoga food nutrition fitness wellness travel and fashion and beauty



The Outward Mind

2017-05-01

with extensive reference to and exposition on wilde s theoretical writings and letters frankel shows that far
from being marginal elements of the literary text these decorative devices were central to wilde s
understanding of his own writings as well as to his aesthetic theory of language extensive illustrations support
frankel s arguments

Oscar Wilde's Profession

2000

while oscar wilde s delightfully witty comedies of manners receive the most fanfare from the general public
and much of academia wilde s most serious play salome rightfully deserves an equal amount of attention
written by emerging scholars established scholars and notable wilde scholars at the top of the field the far
ranging essays in this book the first collection solely on wilde s salome provide new readings of the play
allowing us to better assess how and why salome either fits or does not fit into wilde s oeuvre framed in a new
light in this collection this fuller understanding of salome should potentially change the way we read both
salome and wilde s entire oeuvre

A Study Guide for Oscar Wilde's "Salome"

2016

Yoga Journal

1993-09

Oscar Wilde's Decorated Books

2000

Refiguring Oscar Wilde’s Salome

2011
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